SE Series Aluminum Joist Pedestal Paver Supports

Our SE Series has come to be recognized as the market’s most exclusive solution to deal with sloping surfaces. In this regard, the product is capable of providing exceptional results thanks to its self-leveling head, which is capable of compensating slopes up to 5% and its adjustment key to raise or lower the support to its desired heights. **THIS COMBINATION SAVES BETWEEN 25% - 40% ON INSTALLATION TIMES.**

**FEATURES**
- Adjustable height from 1.125" - 21.75"
- Self-Leveling head automatically compensates slopes up to 5%
- Bi-material self-leveling head offers anti-noise & anti-slip
- Made from 100% recycled material
- Smooth base with pre-cut lines
- Resistant to weathering, acids and UV rays
- Removable spacer tabs

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Height Range: 1.125-21.75"
- Base Diameter: 8"
- Head Diameter: 6"
- Tab Height: 1/2"
- Tab Width: 5/32"
- Load Capacity: 2,205 lbs
- LEED Certified

**OPTIONS**
- Standard head for paver applications
- Aluminum joist head for aluminum joist applications

**SPACING**
- (1) pedestals for every two feet.
- Consult you local code for required joist spacing.